We develop architecture of a virtual aggregation gateway (VAG) which enables composite application streaming based on N-Screen-as-a-Service (NaaS) using cloud computing in thin-client environment. We also discuss the problem of server computing burden in large scale multi-client case for screens sharing with composite application streaming over the internet. In particular, we propose an efficient Framework of N-Screen Session Manager which manages all media signaling that are necessary to deliver demanded contents. Furthermore, it will provides user with playback multimedia contents method (TV Drama, Ads, and Dialog etc) which is not considered in other research papers. The objectives of proposing N-Screen Session Manager are to (1) manage session status of all communication sessions (2) manage handling of received request and replies (3) allow users to playback multimedia contents anytime with variety of devices for screen sharing and (4) allow users to transfer an ongoing communication session from one device to another. Furthermore, we discuss the major security issues that occur in Session Initiation Protocol as well as minimizing delay resulted from session initiations (playback or transfer session).
INTRODUCTION
Now a days N-Screen-as-a-Service (NaaS) in cloud computing is gaining rapid popularity by users for the services the cloud can offer. It provides users with an easy access to contents or sharing screens across one or more devices that are Internet-connected to each other (e.g. PDA, Smart Phone, IPTV, Thin-Client, PC etc) in a secure, seamless and transparent way. In spite of that, the recent N-Screen service in cloud computing platform focus only on one application streaming scenario.
The Idea of deploying N-Screen Session Manager which enables users to playback contents from different servers to variety of N-screen devices using cloud computing in thin-client environment was not considered. In addition N-Screen Session Manager responsible of managing session status of all communication sessions, managing received requests/replies, and allows users to transfer an ongoing communication session from one device to another. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is an application-layer control protocol that can create, modify, or terminate user's sessions [8] .
These sessions includes multimedia conference, distance learning, internet telephony, multimedia distribution, and instance messaging applications, as well as many others [8] . SIP is widely used as a signaling protocol [9] . However, SIP system is deployed in the internet that can be considered hostile environment in which SIP elements and messages may be exposed to a variety of security threats and attacks (e.g. Replay attack, Request Spoofing, Impersonating a Server, etc) [8] . As a matter of fact, the deployment of this service is very useful for thin-client users because it is difficult for them to receive multiple services in one device.
Implementing this service is not easy. One of the greatest challenges faced by service providers revolve around 1) How to make this new service easy, enjoyable, compelling, flexible and cost effective. 2) How to make this service more secure against the previously mentioned security threats and attacks. 3) Minimizing delays resulted from session initiation (playback media, user authentication or session transferring). The user will likely to appreciate this service for having the feature of being secure, seamless and transparent.
In playback the multimedia contents over and over, 1) users should not have to continuously log in and log out of different devices 2) Users should not maintain and store multiple profiles for each device which they will use and 3) Users should not exhaustibly have to look for relevant multimedia contents. Therefore, we proposed a framework of N-Screen Session Manager which manages all users sessions based on N-Screen services using cloud computing for thin-client environment. Our proposed is designed to 1) manage session status of all communication sessions, 2) manage handling of received requests/replies 3) allow users to playback multimedia contents anytime with variety of devices for screen sharing and 4) allow a users to transfer an ongoing communication session from one device to another.
As for the Security of SIP, several aspects must be taken into consideration. The exchange of messages between users and proxies will contains sensitive information (e.g. URLs, phone number, IP address, etc) that should be protected. There is a need to assure the identity of communicating users and integrity of messages as well. We will discuss some previous authentication mechanisms used with SIP.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we review some of the background. Section 3 presents basic system architecture of virtual aggregation gateway for N-Screen Services using Cloud Computing in Thin-Client Environment. Section 4 presents our proposed system architecture of N-Screen Session Manager based N-Screen Services using Cloud Computing in Thin-Client Environment as well as scenarios. Section 5 present Security Analysis and Discussions, and lastly, Section 6 present our Conclusion.
BACKGROUND

SESSION INITIATION PROTOCOL (SIP)
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is the Internet Engineering Task Force standard (IETF) for IP telephony. It is considered to be the most promising candidate for call setup signaling for future IP-based telephony services. Moreover, it has been chosen by the Third-Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) as the protocol for multimedia application in 3G mobile networks [10] . SIP is an application-layer control (signaling) protocol which is used for creating, modifying, and terminating sessions (e.g. Internet telephone calls, multimedia distribution, and multimedia conference) with one or more participants [1, 10] . The session between two user agent clients (UACs) is established using signaling mechanism which involves sending INVITE, OK response and ACK to the OK message [11] .
SIP message contain a body that stores information related to the session establishment using a text-based representation called Session Description Protocol (SDP) [10] . SIP message may contain information a user or server wishes to keep private. The header can reveals information about the communication pattern and content of individuals or other confidential information (e.g. codec, media types, addresses and ports, etc.) that should not be revealed [10] .
Some of SIP features are 1) Provides primitive that can be used to implements different services such as locating users and deliver an opaque object to his/her current location. In other word, a single primitive is used to provide several different services. 2) It can be used to initiates a session that uses some existing conference control protocol which make it more flexible. 3) Provides a suite of security services which include denial-of-services prevention, authentication for user to user and proxy to user, integrity protection, encryption, and privacy services [1] .
N-SCREEN
N-Screen is composed by various devices such as web, mobile, and PCs. N-Screen services attract increasing attention between wired and wireless. Device is interlinked by various devices and communication network is developing which especially enables sharing of contents and services for various devices [2] .
SIP DIGEST AUTHENTICATION
The origin of SIP digest authentication [9] in SIP was base on HTTP Digest mechanism [12] . It is known as challenge-response which is used as authentication for client to client or client to proxy. Here the recipients can challenge the sender identity using nonce value. To respond to this challenge, the sender sends a message digest calculated using nonce value, username, user password, realm and other optional parameters. There are five different headers for SIP Digest authentication. There are WWW-Authentication, Authorization, Proxy-Authorization, Proxy-Authenticate, and Authentication-Information. When SIP user agent send request, he/she needs to be authenticated. For example user agent sends messages with WWW-Authenticate header where the header contains nonce value, user name, user password, realm and other optional parameter. A nonce value is unique string generated every time "401 Unauthorized" message is sent and realm specifies the digest algorithm used for challenge [13] . After receiving challenge, client computes response value using nonce value, user name, user password, realm and other optional parameters which included in Authorization header in new request message. MD5 algorithm is used to compute this response value [13] .
THIN-CLIENT
Thin-client is a computer or a computer program which depends heavily on some other computer such as servers to do its computational roles [3] . Thin-client platform consists of client applications that executes on a user local desktop machine and a server application that executes on a remote system. The end user machine can be a hardware device designed specifically to run the client applications or a low-end personal computer. The remote server machine typically runs a standard server operating systems, where client and server communicates across a network connection between the desktop and server. The client sends input data across the network to the server, and the server returns display updates [3] .
CLOUD COMPUTING
A Cloud is a type of parallel and distributed system consist of collections of inter-connected and virtualized computers that are dynamically provisioned and presented as one or more unified computing resources based on service-level agreements established through negotiation between the service providers and consumers [4] . Cloud computing provides a shared pool of configurable IT resources (e.g. processing, network, software, information and storage) on demand, as a scalable and elastic service, through a networked infrastructure, on a measured (pay-per-use or subscription) basis, which needs minimal management effort, is based on service level agreements (SLA) between the service provider and consumers, and often utilizes virtualization resources. This frequently takes the form of web-based tools or applications that users can access and use through a web browser as if it was a program installed locally on their own computer [5] . Major advantages of the cloud computing are, SaaS (Software as a service), Utility Computing, Network service, PaaS (Platform as a service), MSP (management service provider), 2012. 4
Commercial service platforms, and integrating internet [6] . Other advantages of cloud computing are 1) Provide faster, simpler and cheaper services. 2) It is highly elastic because resources are easily released or occupied on the basis of demands.
3) It optimizes utilization of computing resources. 4) Users have more resources, unlimited storage, and everything is provided as services [7] . Figure 1 illustrates the basic system architecture of virtual aggregation gateway for N-Screen services using clouding computing in thin-client environment. The terminologies used to describe the system architectures are explained below. The architecture has three parts as follows: virtual aggregation gateway server, content access middle ware, and content server. 
BASIC SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF VIRTUAL AGGREGATION GATEWAY
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF N-SCREEN SESSION MANAGER
A. SCENARIOS
We considered two main scenarios. First scenario illustrated in figure 2 , we are assuming that the user is using one of their devices (e.g. TV, PDA, PC, Smartphone, etc) which are capable of showing TV Drama and Ads in one screen at the same time. While the user is watching the ads, the TV Drama is already finished. Here the user would like to go back to watch the part of the ads or the TV Drama which they missed. The issue here is how to provide the user with easy and flexible way to go back to watch the missing part.
In order to split sessions across multiple devices, the
It is the end-user devices, such as cell phone, multimedia handset, PC, and PDA. Responsible for creates and manages SIP sessions where UAC create requests and UAS respond to it.
SIP Proxy Server (SIP PS):
A proxy server forward requests and responses between a callee and caller. When proxy server receives a request, it will forward requests to current location of the callee, and then forward responses from the callee to caller.
Registrar Server (RS):
It is database that responsible for contain the location of all User Agents within a domain. Responsible for retrieve and send participants' IP address and other pertinent information to the SIP Proxy Server.
Redirect Server (RS):
Responsible for allowing Proxy Server to direct SIP session invitation to external domains. UAC establishes a new session with other device through a separate INVITE request, and updates the existing session with SIP Proxy Server by an SDP body that combines appropriate media parameters which is received in their response [15] .
Session
In our second scenario illustrated in figure 3 , we are assuming the user is watching both TV Drama and Ads in one screen. The user would like to have the flexibility to transfer one of the programs TV Drama or Ads to another device (terminal) according to the main contents. So the user will watch TV Drama in one device and Ads in another one. The issue here is how to deliver all user contents again to user different devices. This will required to split session in the original device and transfer it to the desired device. SIP session utilize up to four major components: User Agent Client, SIP Proxy Server, Registrar Server, and Redirector Server. Together, these systems deliver messages embedded with the SDP protocol defining their contents and characteristics to complete a SIP session.
B. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
2) Session Composition Agent.
It utilizes up to 2 major components: Session Composition Agent and Cache. Table 1 provides description of each SIP component and the role it plays in this process. Figure 5 illustrates sequence chart of N-Screen Session Manager first scenario. In order to describe figure 5 clearly, we provide description of the system parameters in table 2.
C. SYSTEM SEQUENCE OF N-SCREEN SESSION MANAGER
In our first scenario illustrated in figure 5 , when the user request to access resources of the server, he/she proceeds with following steps:
( Step1. UAC1 to SIP Proxy Server:
The user send request (INVITE) followed with {DID1 | DSI1 | Dnonce} and device generated nonce value to (prevent replay attack) to SIP Proxy Server (SIPPS) to request for session initiation. In return, SIPPS will request {DID1 | DIP1 | DPW1 | Dcontent1 | Dnonce | SIPPSnonce} followed by SIPPS generated nonce value. When user authentication is validated by SIPPS, then request will be forward to Registrar Server.
(Figure 6) Sequence of N-Screen Session Manager Second Scenario
Step2. SIP Proxy Server to Registrar Server:
Upon the validation of user sent security information, SIP Proxy Server forwards user request {DID1 | DIP1 | Dcontent1} to Registrar Server.
Step3. Registrar Server to Session Composition Agent:
Here it will store user information, retrieve user IP address, and other information {DID1 | DIP1 | Dcontent1}. Finally, Registrar Server forwards the same request to Session Composition Agent.
Step4. Session Composition Agent (SCA) to SIP Proxy Server:
Here Session Composition Agent will redirect request to cache in order to retrieve the user desired contents. Then SCA will receive content from cache, prepare, encrypt and send to SIP Proxy server.
Step5. SIP Proxy Server to UAC1:
SIP Proxy Server receives user contents {DID1 | E(SIPTV, SIPAds, SIPDialog)}. The SIP Proxy Server initiate the session by sending the following to user device {DID1| DSI1 | E(SIPTV, SIPAds, SIPDialog)}and this will finalize the first scenario steps.
In our second scenario in figure 6 , when the user requests to transfer some of current watched contents to other devices, he/she proceeds with following steps:
Step1. UAC1 to SIP Proxy Server:
The user send request (INVITE) followed with {DID1 | TSI | DSI1 | Dnonce} and device generated nonce value to SIP Proxy Server (SIPPS) to request for transfer session initiation to other devices. In return, SIP PS will request {DID1 | DID2 | DPW1 | Dcontent1 | Dnonce | SIPPSnonce} followed by SIPPS generated nonce value. When user authentication is validated by SIPPS, then request will be forward to Session Composition Agent.
Step2. SIP Proxy Server to Session Composition Agent:
Upon the validation of user sent information, SIP Proxy Server will forward user request {DID2 | DIP2 | Dcontent2} to Session Composition Agent. 2012. 4
Step3. Session Composition Agent to SIP Proxy Server:
Here Session Composition Agent will redirect request to cache in order to retrieves the user desired contents {Dcontent2}. Then SCA will receive contents from cache, prepare, encrypt and send to SIP Proxy Server {DID2 | E(SIPTV, SIPAds, SIPDialog)}.
Step4. SIP Proxy Server to Registrar Server:
SIP Proxy Serve will send {DID2 | DL} to Registrar Server will stores DID2 address location and send it to SIP Proxy Server.
Step5. SIP Proxy Server to UAC2:
After receiving DID2 address location, SIP Proxy Server will locate the device and send {DID2 | DSI2 | E(SIPTV, SIPAds, SIPDialog)} which will establishes the session initiation for user second device.
SECURITY ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
What kind of security vulnerabilities exist and what are the threats according to SIP authentication. We analyze previous SIP authentication mechanisms and briefly introduce their security weaknesses. They are as follow:
A. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SIP AUTHENTICAIONS:
S/MIME in SIP Authentication: SIP messages are capable of carrying the Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) bodies. Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME) is used for providing end-to-end confidentiality and integrity of MIME contents to some extend by replicating header fields in MIME part [13] . However, replication of all header fields inside MIME part exposes some problems. First SIP header field might get altered by intermediate SIP entities which make it difficult for recipients to identify legal or malicious changes in header. Second, SIP messages can be large by their size which causes overhead for processing and transporting of messages [13] .
Certificate-based less mutual Authentication:it is an approach that eliminates the need of PKI even though it is important for users to exchange their public keys. It will make the use of a PKG, but the PKG only generates a component of user private key, while second component is generated by user. The drawback of this authentication is that it has no process of revoking keys [13] .
SIP Digest Authentication: As we mentioned in section 2, SIP Digest is known as challenge-response which is used as authentication for client to client or client to proxy [13] . Here the recipients can challenge the sender identity using nonce value. To respond to this challenge, the sender sends a message digest calculated using nonce, username, user password, realm and other optional parameters. MD5 algorithm is used to compute response value unless another algorithm is specified in the realm parameter during challenge.In case the recipient is a proxy server, then 407 messages with Proxy-Authenticate header is send to challenge the client. Client includes a Proxy-Authentication in header to reply to that challenge. When receiving re-issued request, recipient verify that the authenticated user is authorized to perform action. Otherwise, authorization is failed. MD 5 is widely used cryptographic hash function. It has been employed in a wide variety of security applications and commonly used to check data integrity [14] . As a result we used this authentication mechanism combined with user identity and password to secure user session initiation in wire and wireless environment. With these combinations we provide acceptable security mechanisms which will provides authentication, information integrity, and confidentiality.
B. ANALYSIS OF DELAY
In this section we will analyze the delay which result from the number of messages sent (INVITE) by the UAC and received by UAS or Proxy Server as of (200 OK, ACK, or Media RTP). The total session setup delay for SIP over UDP is the time needed for all messages involved in the various transactions to be successfully received by UAC and UAS [16] . In other words, the session setup consists of the successful completion of the client-side and server-side transaction. Therefore, the total transmission delay for setting up the session (e.g. UAC1 and UAC2) is the addition of the delays for transmitting all N messages necessary to setup session using SIP over UDP [16] .
( 1 )
In analyzing delays, we are considering the following based in our proposed scenarios: 1) average Session Setup delay from the time UAC1 sent (INVITE) until UAS receive the requested content (200 OK, ACK). 2) User Authentication Delay vs. No of Session Setup Times between UAC1 and SIPPS. We will compare our approach with the basic Session Initiation [17, 8] . Note when message is transmitted, the value will double after first sent INVITE messages have been sent. (For example the message sent from UAC1 to Proxy Server = 2msg multiply be time it took to receive them that will be 1second). Note that we also do not count the Media RTP as a message in our calculations. We assume that the no of messages between UAC1 and SIPPS is equal to 5 and the delay time is 1sec. So when you resend this message to other server, the delay will be doubled (e.g. 2second and so on). We also assume that the on. of messages exchanges between SIPPS and Cache is 5 for us, 10 for others and delay time in that period will be 4sec. Based in these values we calculate average delay for session setup (table. 3). We also assume that user might terminate session and initiate a new one;therefore we might have more than one session.
In Figure 7 we assume that the user eventually will terminate the session so we calculate the time that it will take the user to re-set up a session starting from the UAC sending INVITE message to the time UAS receive the 200 OK or ACK messages. As it is illustrated in the graph, our proposed mechanism present less delay comparing to Basic SIP which mean that we had a few messages exchange and that will optimize the use of resources. Furthermore, improve the session initiation and save the time needed to initiate the session.
In figure 8 , we calculate the accumulated user authentication delays against the number of times user initiation session setup (transfersession to another device). Our graph illustrates less delay when user authenticated to services before initiation of the session. SIP authentication security is based on the challenge-response mechanism. As result minimize the time needed and enhancing the performance.
( ( Figure 9 ) Description of message detail
C. ANALYSIS OF MESSAGE DETAILS OF PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In figure 9 we illustrate details of message exchange during SIP and their contents in sequence chart [8] . The first three messages present the authentication steps which occur between UAC and SIP Proxy Server in order to establish session initiation that allow user to receive playback of their contents. Furthermore, a verification of user id, password and realm will combined in this process to provide strong security. As a result preventing some of the security threats [9, 10, 15] . In the fourth and the rest of the messages from SIP Proxy Server to Session Composition Agent we will use the same message steps to generate them as in the first message.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a framework of N-Screen Session Manager based N-Screen Services using Cloud Computing for Thin-Client. We also design SIP UAC with the ability to allow user to have flexibility to playback contents (TV Drama, Ads, and Dialog etc) as well as allowing user to transfer their contents to variety of devices. N-Screen Session Manager is necessarily to manage session status of all communication sessions, manages handling of received requests and replies, allows a user to playback multimedia contents anytime with variety of devices for screen sharing, and allows a user to transfer an ongoing communication session from one device to another. We also discussed major security issues that occurs in Session Initiation Protocol as well as minimizing delay resulted from session initiation (playback or transfer session). As further research work, is to implement the mechanism in real time services. Providing more result to make sure that our mechanism cover more important aspect in our proposed scenarios.
